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A professional film crew
on set ready to roll





T.A.O.S.T Media is a professional film crew geared up for 4K, Silver Screen, Reality TV, Sitcoms, TV Commercials etc.





4K
1080P 
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Creative Adaptive & Ever Ready To Serve You





Powerful Lenses, Superior Angles, Great Customer Service
Excellence In Every Image





Let's Roll
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TV & FILM
Director's Cut





Our ability to fascinate your audience through film is our goal. We have a team of professionals that get the perfect lighting, the right angles and the best edits imaginable.





4K
1080P 
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Creative Adaptive & Ever Ready To Serve You





Powerful Lenses, Superior Angles, Great Customer Service
Excellence In Every Image





Let's Roll

                

             

		    
     
 
           	     

	
















Energy
Your image is everything. We offer professional advice and production expertise to deliver high quality videos for your company overview videos and or overall branding videos.







Passion
Your visually rich images and videos can be seamlessly integrated with interactive and animated elements because we use industry standard high grade professional editing equipment that is TV Ready.









Soul
Whether you are streamlining the process at your company through tutorials, training or orientation videos our ultimate goal is to provide you with an intuitive and highly marketable company tool through video.










    
    

LATEST PROJECTS FROM T.A.O.S.T. Media
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					 No, it's NOT a joke and your fancy degree can't help you.				
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					 When true love turns out to be false.				
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					 It's all fun & games, until Black SUV's are parked outside your house.				
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					 The music video.				
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Take Control of Your Company Image,
with T.A.O.S.T. Media's Video Expertise!
Our combined years of experience exceeds that of some of the most profound leaders in this business. We manage to effect the industry with our work on every level.









AT YOUR SERVICE






0/7







T.A.O.S.T. Media has everything you need to get your videos up and running on your social media, tv or website in no time!
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	 DEDICATION
	 PROFESSIONALISM
	 INGENUITY

T.A.O.S.T. Media is a diverse, multi-media video production company. We are built on industry standards and impeccable expertise, together with integrated advanced technology, we incorporate predefined success to our clients.



Creative and DynamicAdaptive and FlexibleEver-ready to serve you.


With our professional cultivating consulting experts, we make one-to-one customer service with robust ideas a reality. Dynamically innovate resource-leveling customer service for state of the art results is what T.A.O.S.T. Media is about. 



We help with hiring the talent, actors, director, writers, crew, assistant the producer in any way needed. When everything is ready we ensure the schedule is outlined as preproduction, production and postproduction.






















WHAT THEY SAYTESTIMONIALSOUR GREAT CLIENTS


“I never thought I would hire a production team to video anything for me let alone my start up company. However since we've grown to over 25 employees our revenue allows for more intricate details of what we do on our website and a great professional video was the answer to even more growth.”

Katy C. Taylor


"T.A.O.S.T. Media was very patient with me. They allowed me to understand every aspect of their service. I was able to make sense of so many of the moving parts of their service. It was great working with their TV Production crew!"

Jennifer Albright


“We manage every aspect of a commercial's physical production from creative development, casting, and scriptwriting, to shooting, editing, visual effects, graphics, voice-over, music, finishing, and broadcast delivery.”











	 STAFF
	 EXPERTISE
	 GEAR

The showrunner and producers are hired when you don't really have a creative clue on what to do. When we provide a showrunner they will be the person in charge. Working with the writers and script, casts the actors, and will be responsible for the creative direction while overseeing the project from start to finish.




When you hire T.A.O.S.T. Media for the production of your movie we establish all the moving parts needed to get your film underway. The film is pre-visualized by the director, a storyboard with the help of illustrators and concept artists is developed and a production budget is drawn up to plan expenditures for the film.




Phosfluorescently engage worldwide methodologies with web-enabled technology. Interactively coordinate proactive e-commerce via process-centric "outside the box" thinking. Completely pursue scalable customer service through sustainable potentialities. Collaboratively administrate turnkey channels whereas virtual e-tailers. Objectively seize scalable metrics whereas proactive e-services.

















T.A.O.S.T. Media isAspiringOriginativeEver-Evolving


T.A.O.S.T. Media has been around for a while traveling from location to location for film production, music video shoots and more. We continue to strive towards meeting and exceeding our client's expectations.
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Only the Best!
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MULTIMEDIA

An approach to video production aimed at crafting videos to provide an optimal viewing experience and engage worldwide methodologies with industry standard technology. Method of support, a technique used to make inferences from high standards in TV-readiness.
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The director of photography (DP) is in charge of the shoot. He or she sets up the camera angles and shots and supervises the camera operators.













Videos - Television
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T.A.O.S.T. Today!
	Seamlessly the best.





Contact Us! 




When it's time to shoot your pilot episode we will fittingly ensure your video is edited and produced at the highest quality possible. If the network picks up the show and makes it a series give us a shoutout in our review section!








Let's T.A.O.S.T.

















0%EFFECTIVE RESULTS














0REEL DEAL














0SATISFIED CUSTOMERS














0 Win!CAPTURE AUDIENCES














0Martini Shots
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